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It is Never Just Apples to Apples
Our Shotcrete Shells verses Gunite Shells
We specialize in Shotcrete Shells where you will get a consistent application with a minimum of 4,000 psi
(pounds per square inch). This means your pool shell is extremely dense and more durable. Gunite shells are
only 3,000 psi and the application is only as good as the applicator. Shotcrete Shells are 33% stronger and
superior.

375 Standard Waterline Tiles verses 20 Standard Tile
Nautilus Pools offers 375 standard waterline tile from solid six inch square tile to six inch mosaic tile. Most
other pool companies only offer 20 tile choices before they try to up sell you on an upgrade.

Pebble Tec ® verses Stone Finishes
Pebble Tec ® is a superior interior finish that is offered with a lifetime manufactures warranty and a lifetime
application warranty. There are other stone finishes available; however, they are not as dense or durable as
Pebble Tec ® and they certainly do not carry the dual lifetime warranty.

Heavy Metal in our screen verses others
One of the biggest price differences in a pool package is the screen enclosure. We use only the best of USA
metals and the longest lasting screen. We also design our cages with common sense in mind to meet the
highest standards for durability, longevity and practicality.

Our In-Floor Cleaning System verses Others
As an option to our pool package we use the PCC-2000 In-Floor Cleaning System. This system uses the larger
cleaning heads which allows us to use less piping under your pool. Our system also uses step and bench heads
to completely clean your pool.

Our Heat Pumps verses Others
Our Gulfstream Heat pump is 5hp with a 5 year parts and labor warranty allowing you to enjoy your pool
360± days a year. Our competitors only offer a 3 year parts and labor warranty.

Building to our standards will save you time and money not only now but in the future. As the old
adage says “You Get What You Pay For” and we believe Quality Counts. We have successfully completed over
2,250 pool packages helping the owners realize their outdoor living dreams. With quality, workmanship and
customer service as our reputation, we take pride in providing our customers with excellence.

When Quality Counts….. Build with Nautilus Pools

